Leather Necklace w/ Leather Ribbon Tassel

Supplies:
4mm Round Leather Cord
3mm Calf Craft Lace
1mm Round Leather Cord
20 gauge Wire
Large Hole Beads
4.4mm Glu-N-Go End Cap
Adhesive
Round Nose Pliers
Cutting tool

Steps:
- Cut one 10 inch piece of 3mm Calf Craft Lace
- Cut one 6 inch piece of 1mm Round Leather Cord
- Fold the Calf Craft Lace in half and overlap one side making an X. Make sure both top sides are facing you
- Take the 1mm Round Leather Cord and spiral knot around the Calf Craft lace making sure you have a long enough tail at the bottom to add beads. About 3 inches.
- Add four beads to the 1mm cord and tie a knot at the bottom to secure beads in place.
- Take a piece of wire and create a loop at the bottom
- Add bead(s) to the wire
- Create a loop at the top big enough to string onto the 4mm Round leather Cord
- Put the Ribbon Tassel on the bottom loop, secure in place
- Cut a piece of 4mm Round Leather Cord to size
- String the Ribbon Tassel (top loop of wire) onto the 4mm Cord.
- Open the Glu-N-Go End Cap
- Apply a small amount of adhesive into the cord end and insert the cord. Repeat for other side.
- Trim off all excess leather.
- Voila!!! You are done! Now go show off your work of art!!!

Side notes:
Make it uniquely yours by adding your favorite beads or mixing up the colors. Wire loops can be either open and close like jump rings or you can wire wrap by adding the Ribbon Tassel on before completing the loop.
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